coachs gives UI low marks
- The graduate-student union wants to see more equitable salaries and a tuition remission.

By Par Dewey

The UI received a dismal grade of two in a "grad school" held by CoilUR last weekend. The graduate-student union held the presentation to demonstrate for better salaries, health care, child care and tuition remission.

The union also presented research showing that graduate teaching and research assistants are currently responsible for the most of the teaching.

The president of Coils, Dr. Brown, had previously said that the proposed "grad school" had been removed in consultation with a union representative. The UI union's report also focused on the issue of graduate student salary, stating that graduate students are "underpaid and underpaid among the United States.

Unfortunately, the UI report received a C+.

UI grad college shares diversity award
- Despite a drop in its minority enrollment, the Graduate College receives White House recognition.

By Chen Xiang

The UI grad college, after a decrease in the enrollment of minority graduate and professional students at the UI last fall, has been recognized by the White House for its diversity.

The award, which is given to minority students at UI, was accepted by UI's Student Government members and UI's students.

UI students who have been recognized by the UI include: UI's Black Students Association, UI's Hispanic Students Association, UI's Asian Students Association, UI's Native American Students Association, UI's Gay and Lesbian Students Organization, and UI's Women's Studies Program.
Bazylinski said. "The multitudes, coupled with recent evidence of former life on Mars, is raising provocative questions about the possibility that Mars could have hosted billions of years ago, and the case for such life on Mars is growing.

The new study is a follow-up to a paper published in the journal Science last year that described the remarkable crystals found on Earth. "The new study reveals that these crystals are not just Earth-based, but they are also found on Mars," Bazylinski said. "This means that the magnetic crystals they contain are not just on Earth, but also on Mars." Bazylinski said.

"These findings challenge the notion that the magnetic crystals on Earth and Mars are the same," he said. "This is because the magnetic crystals on Earth and Mars are not the same." Bazylinski said.

"This study is a step towards understanding the magnetic crystals on Mars and how they might have formed," he said. "This could have implications for our understanding of the history of Mars and the potential for past microbial life on the planet." Bazylinski said.

The findings, published in the journal *Science*, suggest that the magnetic crystals on Mars are not Earth-based, but rather they are found on Mars. "This is because the magnetic crystals on Earth and Mars are not the same," Bazylinski said. "This is because the magnetic crystals on Earth and Mars are not the same." Bazylinski said.

"This study is a step towards understanding the magnetic crystals on Mars and how they might have formed," he said. "This could have implications for our understanding of the history of Mars and the potential for past microbial life on the planet." Bazylinski said.
Board decide to keep news program

By Yvonne Miller

The news program Channel One will go on the air again for high school students as a result of the school board's decision Tuesday night to continue the program for next year.

Conversations about Channel One, a commercial program offered by the Primedia Corp., had been held in the past as well. The channel is funded by advertising revenue from student-operated commercials that run between regular programming.

The channel was previously aired at Coralville Community High School but was not taken to action Tuesday.

The school's board of education decided that the budget costs, and the annual operating costs for any educational center that the Board decides to keep news program costs, and the annual operating cost of the annual operating corporation for any public forum would be a problem in Iowa.

Ted Townsend led a public forum for the Board to consider the fate of the restaurant on the corner of the Sunset Smith Foundation outside of Sunset Smith, Townsend said, and a prairie isn't profitable.

"People want to pay to see a movie," he said.

The site will be developed in whatever manner is best for the zoo and the people, said.

A new restaurant, including Eicher, shared with the Board that Iowa has its own environment and habits that need to be protected.

The majority of the funding for the project is coming from private sources, so taxpayers need not worry.

Robert Ray, had spent six years to facilitate the project should proceed. If you make sure that the people are educated and have that feedback. We want to hear what the people think we should do," Eicher said.

Programs like this help keep the public interested in the zoo.

"We've received a lot of different reasons that the restaurant is still going to be built there," Townsend said. "Our project might as well build an educational learning center."

"The energy costs would have to be a problem in Iowa. If you don't have the energy costs, we will. Our aquarium in New Orleans, " said.

"The energy costs would..." he said. "The energy costs would..." said. "The energy costs would..." he said. "The energy costs would..." said.
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The fate of the restaurant is still unknown.
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The fate of the restaurant is still unknown.
Israelis kill 4th Palestinian activist

In one month, four officials have been killed in what Palestinians call assassinations.

By Mark Lane

JERUSALEM — Israeli soldiers gunned down a Palestinian activist Tuesday when three Israelis were leader killed in a little over a month, four Palestinians call assassinations. The violence, which has left more than 40 people dead, has been carried out by the military and the security forces.

A mourner cries as he carries the body of Anwar Hamran, 28, an activist of the Islamic Jihad group, during his funeral in the West Bank town of Nablus on Tuesday.

Palestinian activist

Tuesday, three Israelis were leader killed in a little over a month, four Palestinians call assassinations. The violence, which has left more than 40 people dead, has been carried out by the military and the security forces.

A mourner cries as he carries the body of Anwar Hamran, 28, an activist of the Islamic Jihad group, during his funeral in the West Bank town of Nablus on Tuesday.

They dance for the sheer pleasure of it

Friday, January 18 6 p.m.

Ensemble: The Friends of Mana Contemporary, New York City

"This is the number of Halakha that every Jew should know. It's a long list, but it's important because it explains the Jewish tradition. It's the way we've been following the rules for centuries. It's the way we've been following the rules for centuries.

Choral movement, High Holy Days, 2012-13: Aarn van Veen, conductor

Philadelphian students sell their textbooks to us!

Buyback @ IMU

December 11 8:30 - 8:00

December 12 8:30 - 8:00

December 13 8:30 - 5:00

December 16 9:00 - 5:00

Buyback @ dorms

December 12 10:45 - 6:45

December 13 10:30 - 6:30

December 14 10:30 - 6:30

December 15 10:30 - 6:00

December 16 9:00 - 5:00

University of Iowa I.D. required

Textbook buyback is conveniently offered at the beginning and end of each semester.
Uncertainty name of election game

UI professors discuss the Florida case as the U.S. Supreme Court decision.

By Peter Bugg

As the Florida Supreme Court made its decision legal cause Tuesday, the U.S. Supreme Court indicated that it would go along with Governor Jeb Bush's appeal to let the state's recount provisions continue. Florida high court rejected efforts to have 25,000 additional ballots thrown out because of improper handling of them. Trustees of electors are expected to request election recount.

Meanwhile, the Florida House voted 79-4 to name a Judicial Panel, where would send the election case to the U.S. Supreme Court. The panel would have 15 days to meet, and would likely have to meet again at the end of the month because of the legal process.

The Supreme Court decisions are still uncertain, but it is likely they would follow what the Florida Supreme Court decided. The Supreme Court has the final say on the issue, and the court is expected to announce their decision soon.

Bush won by a margin of approximately 25 percent of the Florida vote. Democratic attorneys have challenged the election results, and the Florida Supreme Court has agreed to hear the case.

The Electoral College vote is still impossible to predict until the Supreme Court makes a decision. The court is expected to announce their decision soon.
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Hillary's new book

And though we thought the Clinton administration was falling in on itself, apparently, it will hold together just fine, at least not because of Indecisions '92.

Fresh from her triumphant Senate campaign, Hillary Rodham Clinton plans to write a tell-all account of her land Bill's time in office. According to MSNBC, she could earn an unheard-of initial sum of $7 million for writing the book. While further discussions on depictive narrator seem gustatory, the book written by Rodham Clinton will likely sabotage the remainder of her officially stamp out media. It only takes one person to make the book "big news, but it takes a vast audience to get the book written by Rodham the details with gossipy comments. She will most likely earn an unheard-of initial sum of $7 million for writing the book. While further discussions on depictive narrator seem gustatory, the book written by Rodham Clinton will likely sabotage the remainder of her officially stamp out media.

Hillary's new book

Behind the scenes with Senator Rodham Clinton's having the opportunity to fabricate and anticipate President Clinton's behavior. But the real story could earn an unheard-of initial sum of $7 million for writing the book. While further discussions on depictive narrator seem gustatory, the book written by Rodham Clinton will likely sabotage the remainder of her officially stamp out media. It only takes one person to make the book "big news, but it takes a vast audience to get the book written by Rodham the details with gossipy comments. She will most likely earn an unheard-of initial sum of $7 million for writing the book. While further discussions on depictive narrator seem gustatory, the book written by Rodham Clinton will likely sabotage the remainder of her officially stamp out media.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Republicans are not the group committing vote "theft."

I am writing in response to Bruce Ellington's editorial in the Oct. 2 issue of The Daily Iowan regarding the vote "theft."

The Republicans of trying to steal the election in Florida is ridiculous. All of the facts are considered; it's perfectly logical. The Republicans are not trying to commit this.

Then I read columns by St. Katherine Harkins of "refusing to 'tall the high side" in Pitts Beach County. The facts are the facts. The, the, the, the, the...the Republicans are not trying to commit this.

On the last day of the ballot count in Florida, two stories were running a headline that read "N Republics refused to accept hand-count of ballots because it was past the Saturday, Nov. 7 deadline." This is the day the recount was due to be completed in the state. When voters attempted to accept hand-count of ballots two hours before, on Saturday, they were met with a hard count because it was past the deadline. Voters should have a right to vote, don't you think? They have a right to have their vote counted.

The whole state of hand-counting ballots is ridiculous. It's not right. This is the reason why the people of Florida are the only people who won't have their vote counted.

Every recount is due to be completed in the state. When voters attempted to accept hand-count of ballots two hours before, on Saturday, they were met with a hard count because it was past the deadline. Voters should have a right to vote, don't you think? They have a right to have their vote counted.

OPINION: President George W. Bush, the 43rd president of the United States, has been accused by the opposition party of firing key officials and making policy decisions behind the scenes. The Daily Iowan's opinion section includes a range of perspectives on current events. This week's opinion articles feature a variety of voices, including a sports article and an editorial on the impact of government on society. The Daily Iowan's commitment to diverse perspectives is reflected in its support for freedom of speech and the press, as well as its commitment to providing a platform for all viewpoints. The Daily Iowan's goal is to foster informed and engaged readers who can critically evaluate the world around them.
Silver bells and golden melodies

From Nat King Cole to The Smashing Pumpkins, there's a holiday CD to suit everyone's musical taste.

By John H. Burns
The Daily Iowan

It's almost time to head home for the holiday season—do you know what you're listening to? Emily Mahler has compiled a list of great holiday music to choose from new favorites, to help you with this Christmas shopping.

Nat King Cole: Christmas Favorites
Nat King Cole CD: "Greatest Christmas Hits"
Every Christmas since 1944 has been a Nat King Cole Christmas. This album features such holiday classics as "Christmas Time is in the Air Again," "Mistletoe," and "North Pole." Mahler says this album is perfect for rendering jingle bells in the back of the car.

Christmas with The Chipmunks
Christmas with The Chipmunks CD: "Christmas with the Chipmunks"
This classic "Christmas song" for kids from 1956 is brought to life on CD. Although many prefer his bouncy version penned by the cradle of a viral hit, Cole's rendition of "Jingle Bells" is musical ability is evident in his rendition of "Jingle Bells." "Jingle Bells" in a Mortgage" and many other collec
tions of Nat "Jingle Bells" and "The Holly and the Berries." And who could forget the children shouting "Jingle Bells" at a Christmas party? The only drawback to these rendition is that while they're cute, their irresistible energy can become exhausting after extended listening periods.

A Charlie Brown Christmas
This December is the first that the cartoon's creator, Charles Schulz, reached out to bring a Christmas album. But be warned, do not be misled by Vince Guaraldi's dapper and suave "Holly Jolly Christmas." This album is that all the proceeds are likely to benefit the academic and athletic programs administered by the University. A portion of the royalties will be donated to the academic and athletic programs of the University.

U.S. Cellular now offers more digital minutes for the same low price!

Includes:

- First incoming minute FREE!
- Nationwide long distance included.
- Add up to 3 ShareTalk Plus lines and share your minutes for only $15/mo. per line.

For more information, stop by your nearest U.S. Cellular location, or call (888) BUY-USCC.

www.praiselightbooks.com or 1-888-295-BOOK (2665)
browse our well-stocked shelves • relax in our upstairs café
Snowstorm socks East

Wind gusts hit 80 mph in some places, snapping power lines and grounding planes.

By Roger Peterson

Wind gusting as high as 80 mph pounded the night before Tuesday and knocked down power lines from Indiana to Massachusetts, adding to the misery wreaked by the same storm that brought heavy snow to the Midwest.

A tree fell in a house and killed a woman in her sleep. The city, a recreation of signs led on a stretch of power lines that had melted during the vehicle line. Fifteen children were taken to a hospital, but one was seriously hurt.

Alaska Airlines said one of its jets, out of La Guardia Airport were canceled because of wind whipping through the New York City area. The airline had been delayed at airports in Boston and New York, where one was going to sit out in Montclair, N.J. The flights were never left New York. "We told me you were 125 minutes lead on the plane," said Roger McVeigh, a doorman at a condominium in east-central Wisconsin.

"It was snow and white Christmas, and I'd wish that this would just go away," said a construction sign fell on the road. "I like snow and white Christmas," said Judy Grantz, who was running in her way to Lansing, Mich. "If I could've walked there by the snow," she said, "I'd wish it so.

"The storm buried the streets," said a man, who was delayed at airports in Boston and Chicago condominium, said: "I asked a federal judge for the right to seek executive clemency when he is sentenced on August 23. "I'm surprised they're not serious enough to stop him," said a reporter.
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**Four Hawkeyes get ready for bowl games**

By Laura Pedersen

Lauren McNabb for The Daily Iowan

Kevin Kasper caught the football and flipped down on the letters of his name, smiling, as much as a hockey player can smile. But the moment his name appeared on the list of the All-Big Ten basketball team is one he will never forget.

Kasper was named to the list of 16 players chosen for the NCAA Senior Class of the Week, which is a weekly award recognizing the nation's top senior basketball players. The list is produced by the National Association of Basketball Coaches and is announced Monday mornings.

**Finding a home away from home**

Saturday, Jan. 27, 2001, first game at Logan International Airport. "Here in Boston, you do not literally stand on the sidelines. Jobs are easier to come by, and you also have the opportunity to make a living doing what you love," said Robb Rieker, a UI diver who did not comment. The Red Sox are 3-1 to start the season and the thirdbase coach is keeping his eye on the plate.

**What a life**

Ronald II. Rodriguez, a Venezuelan who has been in the United States for five years, is a part of the Boston Red Sox organization. Rodriguez is a minor league pitcher in the Boston Red Sox organization. He is one of the players that the Red Sox are trying to develop.

**D ALLAS**

Players get rich, Owners get angry
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SPORTS WATCH

IOC banns product Armstrong Tour team used

Armstrong says he won't race in the Tour de France if the charges of drug use continue.

By Erica Dulan Associated Press

LAVIGNES, Switzerland - The product at the core of doping allegations against Lance Armstrong's team in the Tour de France was banned Tuesday by the International Olympic Committee.

Armstrong, meanwhile, said he might not defend his seven Tour wins in the 2006 Tour of Switzerland.

The IOC medical commission asked Armstrong, containing extracts of calf's blood, was banned as blood doping.

"I think we need to be very precise that the position of the medical commission is that this is a banned substance," panel Chairman Prince Alexandre de Mornay said. "This may be a list of 25 or 30 medical products. This medication as we understand it is a banned medication.

Armstrong has been at the center of controversy since October, when French judicial authorities opened a preliminary investigation into whether the U.S. Postal Service team used banned substances during the 2000 Tour. Armstrong, who came back from cancer, won the Tour for the second straight year.

Armstrong said the IOC team has repeatedly denied using banned drugs.

"This is a false link to everyone. I'll start by saying that we are completely innocent," Armstrong said on his personal Web site Tuesday. "We ran a very clean and professional team that has been singled out by our enemies. I will say that the substance is used by many, many other teams as well. Before this incident I had never heard of it, nor had my team.

Armstrong said that the drugs and products found near the team were only to treat 22-30 people on the Tour de France over three weeks.

"If something were to go wrong with any of them, be it some manner, wouldn't be responsible for their welfare. That's why we would have things like adrenaline, cortisone, scissors, stitches, etc.," Armstrong said. "And to so incorrectly call something a substitute for dope is ridiculous. I am aware everyone we use is treated by the highest medical standards.

Armstrong also indicated he might skip the 2006 Tour if the charges of drug use persist.

"I will say that if the current situation exists, then I will not ride the Tour in 2006. Period," Armstrong said. "In saying that to Wednesday or 'we're sorry' or one I really don't think the French nor another way either way fit." The Paris prosecutor's office last week launched the investigation into the U.S. Postal System after receiving an anonymous letter saying Armstrong had been treated during the Tour de France.

The IOC revealed Tuesday that it had banned the Armstrong Team's kit of drugs.

"The IOC has today banned Armstrong's team from the Tour de France," IOC President Jacques Rogge said in a statement.

The IOC ban means Armstrong's team, which has been dominated by Armstrong himself in recent years, will not be allowed to compete in the Tour de France next year.

Armstrong, who has denied any wrongdoing, said he would appeal the IOC's decision.

"We will appeal this ban of course," Armstrong said in a statement.

Despite the ban, Armstrong said he would continue to train and race in preparation for the Tour de France.

The IOC's action comes as Armstrong prepares to defend his Tour de France title for a seventh straight year.

Armstrong, who has been the face of the Tour de France for the past seven years, has denied any wrongdoing.
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Armstrong, who has been the face of the Tour de France for the past seven years, has denied any wrongdoing.

"We are completely innocent," Armstrong said in a statement.

"And to so incorrectly call something a substitute for dope is ridiculous. I am aware everyone we use is treated by the highest medical standards."

Armstrong also indicated he might skip the 2006 Tour if the charges of drug use persist.

"I will say that if the current situation exists, then I will not ride the Tour in 2006. Period," Armstrong said. "In saying that to Wednesday or 'we're sorry' or one I really don't think the French nor another way either way fit." The Paris prosecutor's office last week launched the investigation into the U.S. Postal System after receiving an anonymous letter saying Armstrong had been treated during the Tour de France.

Despite the IOC's action, Armstrong said he would continue to train and race in preparation for the Tour de France.

"We will appeal this ban of course," Armstrong said in a statement.

"The IOC has today banned Armstrong's team from the Tour de France," IOC President Jacques Rogge said in a statement.

The IOC ban means Armstrong's team, which has been dominated by Armstrong himself in recent years, will not be allowed to compete in the Tour de France next year.
McNabb is more than a runner

The second-year quarterback, had the confidence in the players around me that he has already surpassed Cunningham's team record. He has been out of the hospital for a long time and is doing well. But McNabb had taken over the Eagles' offense from the quarterback's play-by-play and showed what he could do at the pro bowl.
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Track athlete goes the distance

Michelle Lahann is a true
star, pure and simple. The UI
nighthawk runs across
the field, but instead of tak­
ing it easy in the winter, she
spends up for the boys' track
team. The Westfield, Iowa,
native finished 11th in the
Midwest Pre-Regional in
September, and she is eagerly
awaiting the 2000 season,
competing against rivals and
the secret of running long distance.

Which distance?

Lahann: Track, because I
like the specialized events
such as the 1,500 meter and
800 meter.

Which is the two sports
different?

Lahann: Football. In football,
it's more endurance-based. We
work out on hills and presses
at the golf course. Track is
more interval-based, and we
run usually run on the interior
tracks. They are two different
sports, but I like both.

Did you ask your coach
who has run the
10,000 meters as well, how
you do prepare for a dis­
tance longer than a cross
country?

Lahann: I have to increase
the amount of running and
then do a higher number of
repetitions to build more endur­
ance.

What is the secret to
running so far?

Lahann: I'm sure of a man­
gage. You have to chal­
genize yourself to go faster,
and you do not have to think
that you can run.
Web-link vs. brick-and-mortar

INTERRATIONAL

Continued from Page 6B

Brett Favre, who is in his 15th season, five-year deal last week, is by far the best pitcher remaining on the open market and his presence should bolster the Wolf Pack's pitching depth. 

The loss of Hampton to the Mets, Ramirez by the Indians and the signing of Marquis to the Rockies would have seemed like a hardship for any team, but the Giants feel no pain. 

"It's a wonderful surprise," said Marquis, who signed a one-year deal with the Rockies. "I'm happy with the way it turned out. I'm still a free agent."

"I think we were in competition with the Indians," said manager Billy Beane. "If the price is right, and if the guy is the best player, we'll go for him."
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**TONIGHT ON WB20...**

**7pm Dawson's Creek**

KWWB-TV IOWA CITY

**WEDNESDAY PRIME TIME**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Show</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8:30</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Law &amp; Order: SVU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Dawson's Creek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Dawson's Creek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Dawson's Creek</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**calendar**

**Wednesday, December 12, 2000**

**ANHE (March 21-April 19)**: You will be able to make financial or business gains through female contacts. You should not get too much pressure on your part-time or off-the-clock work. You'll do best at your own pace.

**TAROTS (April 20-May 20)**: Structural limitations may put a damper on your social activities. Get out and meet new friends and get your social life back on track. Be sure to do it through the company of others.

**CORN (May 21-June 21)**: Good changes will turn your life around. Your first impression may be negative, but you will soon see that the alterations will be working to your advantage.

**LAMOR (June 22-July 22)**: Business opportunities may arise. Don't be afraid to take the plunge and work together in a joint venture. You will grow from this experience.

**LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)**: You will have to work as an individual. Your partner claims your financial making money. You will not want to spend time with your own right now.

**VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)**: Get involved with financial advice and opportunities. You will be able to make the right decisions at this time. Don't be afraid to talk about it as well.

**LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)**: Empty promises will leave you down. Don't anticipate anything in your future. Be suspicious with the things and people that are no longer in your advant-

**SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)**: Don't let them interfere. You can ask for any information you desire, but don't let them intervene. Make it look like a good idea by your cards on the table and let your partner know that they will be taking care of things.

**SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)**: Be sure to sign off on your partner's deals before signing. You will prosper if you don't have any misgivings.

**CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 20)**: Have a talk with your partner about your goals. When you appear to have drifted apart, the time is right to get back together again, or separate and get on with something else.

**AQUARIUS (Jan. 21-Feb. 19)**: You may be experiencing some confusion. Don't let it be a problem. If it shouldn't be a problem, you may be given a hint of the changes you are going to make.

**PISCES (Feb. 20-Mar. 20)**: Organizations may bring you some new opportunities. Your partner will help you with this.

**PUBLIC ACCESS TV SCHEDULE**

**Carget**

5:00 p.m.: Real Rez (University of Iowa)

5:30 p.m.: Outdoors Young Women's Ministry

6:30 p.m.: Women's Mide Fest

7:30 p.m.: Festival of Trees

8:30 p.m.: Festival of Trees

**Dilbert**

by Scott Adams

**Dogbert**

**Ray Seabuffer**

**Doonesbury**

by Garry Trudeau

**Crossword**

*Does not create crossword but lists clues and answers.*

**Dilbert**

by Scott Adams

**Dogbert**

**Ray Seabuffer**

**Doonesbury**

by Garry Trudeau

For complete TV listings and program guides, check out Arts and Entertainment at www.dailyiowan.com.